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TAGGED-PHOTON EVENTS IN POLARIZED DIS PROCESSESG. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, N. P. Merenkov *NSC �Kharkov Institute of Physis and Tehnology�61108, Kharkov, UkraineSubmitted 31 Otober 2000Deep inelasti sattering events of the longitudinally polarized eletron by the polarized proton with a taggedollinear photon radiated from the initial-state eletron are onsidered. The orresponding ross-setion is de-rived in the Born approximation. The model-independent radiative orretions to the Born ross-setion arealso alulated. The obtained result is applied to the elasti sattering.PACS: 12.20.-m, 13.40.-f, 13.60.Hb, 13.88.+e1. INTRODUCTIONThe idea to use radiative events (events with theemission of an additional tagged photon) in lepton�hadron interation to expand the experimental possibil-ities for studying di�erent topis in high-energy physishas beome quite attrative reently.Photon radiation from the initial e+e��state, in theevents with missing energy, has been suessfully usedat LEP for measuring the number of light neutrinosand for searhing for new physis signals (for a reentpubliation, see, e.g., [1℄). The possibility to under-take the bottonium spetrosopy studies at B-fatoriesby using the hard photon emission from the eletronor the positron was onsidered in Ref. [2℄. An im-portant physial problem of the total hadroni ross-setion sanning in the eletron�positron annihilationproess at low and intermediate energies by means ofthe initial-state radiative events was extensively dis-ussed in Ref. [3℄.The initial-state ollinear radiation is very impor-tant in ertain regions of the deep inelasti sattering(DIS) at the HERA kinemati domain. It leads to a re-dution of the projetile eletron energy, and therefore,to a shift of the e�etive Bjorken variables in the hardsattering proess ompared to those determined fromthe atual measurement of the sattered eletron alone.That is why the radiative events in the DIS proesse�(k1) + p(p1)! e�(k2) + (k) +X(px) (1)*E-mail: merenkov�kipt.kharkov.ua

must be arefully taken into aount [4℄.In addition, the measurement of the energy of thephoton emitted very lose to the inident eletron beamdiretion [5, 6℄ allows studying the overlap of the kine-matial photoprodution region (Q2 = �(k1�k2)2 � 0)and the DIS region with small transferred momenta (Q2about several GeV2) within the high-energy HERA ex-periments. These radiative events an also be used forindependently determining the proton struture fun-tions F1 and F2 in a single run without lowering thebeam energy [5, 7℄. The high-preision alulationof the orresponding ross-setion (taking the radia-tive orretions (RC) into aount) was performed inRef. [8℄.In this paper, we investigate the events for deep-inelasti radiative proess (1) with a longitudinally po-larized eletron beam and a polarized proton as a tar-get. As in Ref. [8℄, we suggest that the hard photonis emitted very lose to the diretion of the inomingeletron beam (� = [p1k1 � �0 with �0 � 1) andthe photon detetor (PD) measures the energy of allphotons inside the narrow one with the opening angle2�0 around the eletron beam. The sattered eletron3-momentum is �xed simultaneously.We onsider the longitudinal (along the eletronbeam diretion) and perpendiular (in the plane(k1;k2)) polarizations of the proton. In Se. 2, wederive the orresponding ross-setions in the Born ap-proximation and in Se. 3, we alulate the di�erent RContributions to the Born ross-setion. The total ra-diative orretion for di�erent (exlusive and alorime-ter) experimental onditions for the sattered eletron1077



G. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 6, 2001measurement is given in Se. 4. Our results an beapplied to the ross-setion of proess (1). We on-sider the target proton at rest and also the ollidingeletron�proton beams. In Se. 5, we apply the resultsobtained in Se. 4 to desribe the quasi-elasti satter-ing using the relation between the spin-dependent pro-ton struture funtions and the proton eletromagnetiform fators in this limiting ase.2. BORN APPROXIMATIONThe spin-independent part of the DIS ross-setionfor the experimental setup onsidered here was reentlyinvestigated in detail [8℄. We now onsider the spin-dependent part of the orresponding ross-setion thatis desribed by the proton struture funtions g1 andg2: Beause the opening angle of the forward PD is verysmall and we onsider only the ross-setion where thetagged photon is integrated over the solid angle ov-ered by the PD, we an apply the quasi-real eletronmethod [9℄ and parameterize these radiative events us-ing the standard Bjorken variablesx = Q22p1(k1 � k2) ; y = 2p1(k1 � k2)V ;V = 2p1k1; (2)and the energy fration of the eletron after the initial-state radiation of a ollinear photonz = 2p1(k1 � k)V = "� !" ; (3)where " is the initial-eletron energy and ! is the en-ergy deposited in the PD.An alternative set of kinemati variables that is spe-ially adapted to the ollinear photon radiation is givenby the shifted Bjorken variables [5, 10℄bQ2 = �(k1 � k2 � k)2; x̂ = bQ22p1(k1 � k2 � k) ;ŷ = 2p1(k1 � k2 � k)2p1(k1 � k) : (4)The shifted and the standard Bjorken variables are re-lated bybQ2 = zQ2; x̂ = xyzz + y � 1 ; ŷ = z + y � 1z : (5)At �xed values of x and y, the lower limit of z an bederived from the onstraint on the shifted variable x̂,x̂ < 1 ! z > 1� y1� xy :

In the Born approximation, we determine the DISross-setion in radiative proess (1) in terms of theontration of the leptoni and hadroni tensors as1)d�ŷdx̂ dŷ = 4��2( bQ2)bQ4 zLB��H�� ; (6)where �( bQ2) is the running eletromagneti ouplingonstant that takes the vauum polarization e�ets intoaount and the Born leptoni urrent tensor is givenby [11℄LB�� = �4�2 Z
 2i"����q��k1�Rt + k2�Rs�d3k! ;q = k1 � k2 � k; (7)where 
 overs the solid angle of the PD.For the initial-state ollinear radiation onsideredin this paper, the quantities Rt and Rs an be writtenas Rt = � 1(1� z)t � 2m2t2 ;Rs = � z(1� z)t + 2m2(1� z)t2 ;t = �2kk1; q = zk1 � k2: (8)In aordane with the quasi-real eletron approxi-mation [9℄, the trivial angular integration of the Bornleptoni tensor givesLB�� = �2�P (z; L0)dzi"����q�k1�; L0 = ln "2�20m2 ; (9)P (z; L0) = 1 + z21� z L0 � 2(1� z + z2)1� z ;where m is the eletron mass.We write the spin-dependent part of the hadronitensor in the right-hand side of Eq. (6) asH�� = �iM "����q�2p1q �(g1 + g2)S� � g2 Sqp1q p1�� ; (10)where M is the proton mass and S is the proton po-larization 4-vetor. In writing expressions (7) and (10),we assume that the polarization degree of both the ele-tron and the proton is equal to 1:Our normalization is suh that the proton stru-ture funtions g1 and g2 are dimensionless and in thelimiting ase of the elasti sattering (x̂! 1) they are1) In what follows, we are only interested in the spin-dependentpart of the ross-setion.1078



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 6, 2001 Tagged-photon events in polarized DIS proessesexpressed in terms of the proton eletri (GE) and mag-neti (GM ) form fators asg1(x̂; bQ2)! Æ(1� x̂)�� �GMGE + �1 + � (GM �GE)GM� ;� = bQ24M2 ; (11)g2(x̂; bQ2)! �Æ(1� x̂) �1 + � (GM �GE)GM ;GM;E = GM;E( bQ2):It is onvenient to parameterize the proton polariza-tion 4-vetor in terms of the 4-momenta of the reationunder study [12℄,Sk� = 2M2k1� � V p1�MV ;S?� = up1� + V k2� � [2u� + V (1� y)℄k1�p�uV 2(1� y)� u2M2 ; (12)where u = �Q2, � = M2=V , and we neglet the ele-tron mass. The 4-vetor of the longitudinal proton po-larization has the respetive omponentsSk� = (0;n1); Sk� = ��jp1jM ; n1E1M � (13)for the target at rest and the olliding beams. Here,E1(p1) is the proton energy (3-momentum) and n1 isthe unit vetor along the initial eletron 3-momentumdiretion. The 4-vetor of the perpendiular protonpolarization S?� is the same in both these ases,S?� =  0; n2 � n1(n1 � n2)p1� (n1 � n2)2 ! ; (14)where n2 is the unit vetor along the sattered ele-tron 3-momentum diretion. It is easy to verify thatSkS? = 0:Using the de�nitions of the DIS ross-setion inEq. (6), leptoni and hadroni tensors (9) and (10),and the parameterization of the proton polarization inEq. (12), after simple alulations, we derive the spin-dependent part of the ross-setion of proess (1) with atagged ollinear photon radiated from the initial state,d�Bk;?ŷdx̂ dŷ dz = �2�P (z; L0)�k;?(x̂; ŷ; bQ2); (15)�k = 4��2( bQ2)bV ŷ ��̂ � 2� ŷ2x̂ŷ ��� g1(x̂; bQ2) h1 + e1R̂(x̂; bQ2)i ; (16)

�? = �4��2( bQ2)bV ŷ sM2bQ2 (1� ŷ � x̂ŷ�̂)�� g1(x̂; bQ2) h1 + e2R̂(x̂; bQ2)i ; (17)where e1 = 4�̂ x̂2x̂ŷ�̂ + ŷ � 2 ; e2 = 2̂y ;bR = g2(x̂; bQ2)g1(x̂; bQ2) ; �̂ = M2bV ; bV = zV:It is useful to reall that the unpolarized DIS ross-setion is proportional to �T (1+eR), where R = �L=�Tand for the events with the tagged ollinear photon [5℄,we have e = 2(1� ŷ)1 + (1� ŷ)2 :Beause the quantities e1 and e2 strongly depend onz, the determination of the proton struture funtionsg1 and g2 is possible by measuring the z-dependeneof ross-setion (15) in a single run without loweringthe eletron beam energy. The quantity e1 is propor-tional to � and is therefore very small at the HERAonditions. Thus, the separation of g1 and g2 in theDIS proess with the longitudinally polarized protonis possible in experiments with the target at rest andlow values of V (up to 20 GeV2). At HERA, the ross-setion of this proess an be used for measuring thestruture funtion g1 only. This an be seen in Fig. 1.On the other hand, Fig. 2 shows that the experimentswith the tagged photon and the perpendiular protonpolarization an be used to measure both g1 and g2 in awide range of energies (provided that Q2 is not large).3. RADIATIVE CORRECTIONSWe restrit ourselves to the model-independentQED radiative orretions related to the radiation ofthe real and virtual photons by leptons. The remain-ing soures of RC in the same order of the perturbationtheory, suh as the virtual orretions with a doublephoton exhange mehanism and the bremsstrahlung ofthe proton and partons, are more involved and model-dependent. They are not onsidered here. Our ap-proah to the alulation of the RC is based on theaount of all the essential Feyman diagrams that de-sribe the observed ross-setion in the hosen approx-imation. To avoid umbersome expressions, we retainthe terms aompanied by at least one power of large1079
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Fig. 1. The dependene of e1 on the energy fration of the tagged photon z1 = 1�z for di�erent values of x; y, and V . Theupper set orresponds to V = 10 GeV2 and the lower one to V = 100 GeV2: The maximum value of z1 is y(1�x)=(1�xy)
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z10.2 0.4 0.60 0.8Fig. 2. The quantity e2 at di�erent values of x and y as a funtion of z1 = 1� zlogarithms in RC. In the onsidered ase, three di�er-ent types of suh logarithms appear,L0; LQ = ln Q2m2 ; L� = ln �204 : (18)In the hosen approximation, we in addition negletthe terms of the order �20, m2="2�20 , and m2=Q2 in theross-setion.The total RC to ross-setion (15) inludes the on-tributions of the virtual and soft photon emission andalso the hard photon radiation.As one an see, we use the standard gauge-invariantexpression for the hadroni tensor. The leptoni tensorwas alulated in aordane with the QED rules. Theomplete set of Feynman diagrams for the alulationof the radiative orretion aused by the real photonemission is taken into aount. Taking the loop orre-tion into aount involves the gauge invariant method

for solving both the infrared and the ultraviolet diver-gene problems. The results obtained in our paper aretherefore gauge invariant. We begin with alulatingthe virtual and soft orretions.3.1. Virtual and soft orretionsTo alulate the virtual- and soft-photon emissionorretions, we start from the expression for the one-loop orreted Compton tensor with a heavy photonfor the longitudinally polarized eletron [13℄. For thehard ollinear initial-state radiation onsidered here,this Compton tensor an be written asLV�� = �2��LB�� + �24�3�1080
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 i"����q�k1� d3k! �� � T�t+4m2(1�z+z2)t2 LQ ln z� ; (19)T = 1 + z21� z f2 ln z [lt� ln(1�z)�LQ℄�2F (z)g++ 1 + 2z � z22(1� z) ;F (z) = 1=zZ1 dxx ln j1� xj;lt = ln �tm2 ;� = 4(LQ � 1) ln Æm � L2Q + 3LQ + 3 ln z + �23 � 92 ;where Æ is the �titious photon mass and the tensorLB�� is de�ned in Eq. (9).To eliminate the photon mass, we must add the on-tribution of the additional soft photon emission withthe energy less than �", �� 1: This ontribution wasfound in Ref. [14℄ and the orresponding proedure ofthe photon mass elimination was desribed in Ref. [15℄.The result is LV+S�� = LV��(�! ~�); (20)~� = 2(LQ � 1) ln �2Y + 3LQ + 3 ln z � ln2 Y �� �23 � 92 + 2Li2�os2 �2� ;Y = "2" ;where "2 is the sattered eletron energy and � is theeletron sattering angle (� =[k1k2).The angular integration with respet to the hardtagged photon over the solid angle of the PD gives(within the hosen auray)�LV+S�� = � �2��2 �~�P (z; L0) +G�dzi"����q�k1�; (21)G = �1 + z21� z [ln z(L0 � 2LQ)� 2F (z)℄++ 1 + 2z � z22(1� z) �L0 + 4(1� z + z2)1� z LQ ln z:Using the right-hand side of Eq. (21) instead of LB��in the right side of Eq. (6), we derive the ontribution

of the virtual and soft orretions to Born ross-setion(15) asd�V+Sk;?ŷdŷ dx̂ dz == � �2��2 [~�P (z; L0) +G℄ �k;?(x̂; ŷ; bQ2); (22)where �k;?(x̂; ŷ; bQ2) are de�ned in Eqs. (16) and (17).3.2. Double hard bremsstrahlungWe now onsider the emission of an additional hardphoton with the 4-momentum ~k and the energy higherthan �". To alulate the ontribution from the realhard bremsstrahlung, whih in our ase orrespondsto the double hard photon emission with at least onephoton seen in the forward PD, we speify three kine-matial domains:i) both hard photons hit the forward PD, i.e., bothare emitted within a narrow one around the eletronbeam (dkk1;d~kk1 � �0);ii) one hard photon is tagged by the PD and theother is ollinear to the outgoing eletron momentum(d~kk2 � �00, �00 � 1);iii) an additional photon is emitted at large angles(i.e., outside both narrow ones de�ned above) withrespet to both inoming and outgoing eletron mo-menta.The ontributions of regions i) and ii) ontainquadrati terms in the large logarithms L0 and LQ,whereas region iii) ontains terms of the order L0L�,whih an give an even larger numerial ontribution if2�0 > "�0=m:We refer to the third kinematial region as the semi-ollinear one. Beyond the leading logarithmi au-ray, the alulation an be performed using the resultsin [16℄ for the leptoni urrent tensor with the longitu-dinally polarized eletron for the ollinear as well assemi-ollinear regions.The ontribution of kinematial region i), whereboth hard photons hit the PD and eah has the en-ergy higher than �"; an be written asd�i)k;?ŷdŷ dx̂ dz = � �2��2 L0 ����12P (2)� (z) + 1 + z21� z �ln z � 32 � 2 ln���L0++ 7(1� z)� 2(1� z) ln z + 3 + z22(1� z) ln2 z �� 23� 2z + 3z21� z ln 1� z� ��k;?(x̂; ŷ; bQ2): (23)1081



G. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 6, 2001The double-logarithm terms in the right side of Eq. (23)are the same for the polarized and unpolarized ases,whereas the one-logarithm terms are di�erent. InEq. (23), we use the notation P (2)� (z) for the �part of the seond-order eletron struture funtionD(z; L) [17℄,D(z; L) = Æ(1� z) + �2�P (1)(z)L++ 12 � �2��2 P (2)(z)L2 + : : : ;P (i)(z) = P (i)� (z)�(1� z��)+ Æ(1� z)P (i)Æ ; �! 0;P (1)� (z) = 1 + z21� z ; P (1)Æ = 32 + 2 ln�;P (2)� (z) = 2 �1 + z21� z �2 ln(1� z)� ln z + 32�++ 12(1 + z) ln z � 1 + z� : (24)To alulate the ontribution of kinematial regionii), we an use the quasi-real eletron method to de-sribe the radiation of both ollinear photons. Thisontribution to the observed ross-setion depends onthe event seletion, in other words, on the method ofmeasuring the sattered eletron.For the exlusive event seletion, where only thesattered eletron is deteted, but the photon emit-ted almost ollinearly (i.e., within the opening angle2�00 around the sattered eletron momentum) goesunnotied or is not taken into aount in alulatingthe kinematial variables, we have, in aordane withRef. [9℄,d�ii);exlk;?ŷdŷ dx̂ dz = �24�2P (z; L0)�� y1maxZ�=Y dy11 + y1 �1 + (1 + y1)2y1 (eL� 1) + y1����k;?(xs; ys; Q2s); (25)where y1 is the energy fration of the photon radiatedalong the 3-momentum k2 relative to the sattered ele-tron energy (y1 = ~!="2) andeL = ln "2�020m2 + 2 lnY;xs = xyz(1 + y1)z � (1� y)(1 + y1) ;ys = z � (1� y)(1 + y1)z ; Q2s = Q2z(1 + y1):

The upper integration limit in Eq. (25) an be foundfrom the ondition of the inelasti proess ourrenep2x = (M + �)2, where � is the pion mass. Taking intoaount that q = zk1� (1+y1)k2 for kinematis ii), weobtainy1max = 2z"[M � "2(1� )℄� 2M"2 � �2 � 2M�2"2[M + z"(1� )℄for the proton target at rest andy1max = 2z � Y (1 + )Y (1 + )for the HERA ollider, where  = os �: In writing thislimit for HERA, we neglet the eletron energy and theproton mass ompared to the proton beam energy. Wenote that for the exlusive event seletion, the param-eter �00 is purely auxiliary and does not enter the �nalresult when the ontribution of region iii) is added.From the experimental point of view, a more re-alisti measurement method is the alorimeter eventseletion, where the photon and the eletron annot bedistinguished inside a narrow one with the openingangle 2�00 along the outgoing eletron momentum di-retion. Therefore, only the sum of the photon and theeletron energies an be measured if the photon belongsto this one. In this ase, we obtaind�ii);alk;?ŷdŷ dx̂ dz = �24�2P (z; L0)�� 1Z�=Y dy1(1 + y1)3 �1 + (1 + y1)2y1 (eL� 1) + y1����k;?(x̂; ŷ; bQ2) == �24�2P (z; L0) �(eL� 1)�2 ln Y� � 32�+ 12����k;?(x̂; ŷ; bQ2): (26)For the alorimeter event seletion, the parameter �00 isphysial and the �nal result depends on it (see below).To alulate the ontribution of region iii), we anuse the quasi-real eletron method [9℄ and write the lep-toni tensor in this region (that desribes the ollinearphoton radiation with the energy fration 1�z and thenonollinear photon radiation with the 4-momentum~k) asL��(k1; k2; (1� z)k1; ~k) == �2�P (z; L0)dzz L��(zk1; k2; ~k); (27)L��(zk1; k2; ~k) = �4�2 d3~k~! L��(zk1; k2; ~k);1082



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 6, 2001 Tagged-photon events in polarized DIS proessesL��(zk1; k2; ~k) = 2i"����~q� � (~u+ ~t)z~s~t k1� + ~s+ ~u~s~t k2�� ;~q = zk1 � k2 � ~k; ~u = �2zk2k1;~s = 2~kk2; ~t = �2z~kk1:In the general ase of the nonollinear photon radi-ation with the 4-momentum k; the ontration of theleptoni tensor L��(k1; k2; k) and the hadroni one isgiven byL��(k1; k2; k)Hk�� = � 1st ���(2�At+q2B)g1+2� [At�x0(u+t)B℄g2	 x0q2 ; (28)L��(k1; k2; k)H?�� = � 1st ��As � uq2V B ��At�1� y + 2u�V �� g1 + �As + x0(s+ u)B ++ �1� y + 2u�V � [x0(u+ t)B �At℄� g2��� x0q2sM2Q2 �1� y + u�V ��1; (29)At = (u+ t)3 + (uq2 � st)(u+ s);B = (u+ t)�2V + u+ tx0 �++ (u+ s)�2V (1� y)� u+ sx0 � ;As = (u+ s)3 + (uq2 � st)(u+ t); q = k1 � k2 � k;x0 = �q22p1q ; g1;2 = g1;2(x0; q2):The ontration of the shifted leptoni tensorL��(zk1; k2; ~k) entering the de�nition of the leptonitensor in region iii) and the hadroni tensor an beobtained from Eqs. (28) and (29) by the substitution(k1; k)! (zk1; ~k);(s; t; u; q; x0)! (~s; ~t; ~u; ~q; ~x); ~x = �~q22p1~q : (30)We use the approah developed in Ref. [8℄ to ext-rat the leading ontributions (those proportional toln �0 and ln �00) to the respetive ross-setion and to

separate the infrared singularities. We write the ross-setion asd�iii)k;?ŷdx̂ dŷ dz = �24�2 ��8><>:P (z; L0)264 x1maxZ� dx1[z2 + (z � x1)2℄x1z(z � x1) �� ln 2(1� )�20 �k;?(xt; yt; Q2t ) ++ y1maxZ�=Y dy1[1 + (1 + y1)2℄y1(1 + y1) �� ln 2(1�)�020 �k;?(xs; ys; Q2s)375+1+z21�z L0Zk;?9>=>; ; (31)wherext = xy(z � x1)z � x1 + y � 1 ; yt = z � x1 + y � 1z � x1 ;Q2t = Q2(z � x1):For the proton target at rest, we havex1max = 2z"[M � "2(1� )℄� 2M"2 � �2 � 2�M2"[M � "2(1� )℄and for the HERA ollider onditions,x1max = z � Y (1 + )2 :The dependene on the infrared auxiliary param-eter � and on the angles �0 and �00 is ontained inthe �rst two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (31),whereas the quantities Zk;? do not ontain the infraredand ollinear singularities. They an be written asZk;? = �2(1� )zQ2 1Z0 du1 + u2 8<: 1Z0 dt1t1jt1 � aj ��24xmZ0 dx1x1 �k;?(t1; t2(t1; u))� y1mZ0 dx1x1 �k;?(a; 0)35++ aZ0 dt1t1a 24 y1mZ0 dx1x1 �k;?(a; 0) �� x1mZ0 dx1x1 �k;?(0; a)359=; ; (32)1083



G. I. Gakh, M. I. Konhatnij, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 6, 2001where we use the same notation as in Ref. [8℄, namelyt2;1 = 1� 1;22 ; a = 1� 2 ;t2(t1; u) = (a� t1)2(1 + u2)x+ + u2x� ; 1;2 = os �1;2;�1;2 = ~kk1;2;x� = t1(1� 2a) + a� 2pa(1� a)t1(1� t1):The quantity �k;?(t1; t2) is given by�k;?(t1; t2) = �2(~q2)~xeQ6 Gk;?; (33)Gk = g1(2�̂ eAt + ~q2 eB) + 2g2�̂ h eAt � ~x(~u+ ~t) eBi ;g1;2 = g1;2(~x; ~q2);G? =sM2bQ2 (1� ŷ � x̂ŷ�̂ )�1 ���g1 � eAs � u~q2V eB � eAt�1� ŷ + 2u�̂V ��++ g2 � eAs + ~x(~s+ ~u) eB +�1� ŷ + 2u�̂V � �� h~x(~u+ ~t) eB � eAti�� :For the proton target at rest and the HERA ol-lider, the respetive upper integration limits in theright-hand side of Eq. (32) arexm = 2Mz"� 2M"2 � 2z""2(1� )� �2 � 2M�2"[M + z"(1� 1)� "2(1� 2)℄ ;xm = 2z � Y (1 + )1 + 1 :4. THE TOTAL RADIATIVE CORRECTIONThe total RC to Born ross-setion (15) is given bythe sum of the virtual and soft orretions and the hard-photon emission ontribution. The last one is di�erentfor the exlusive and alorimeter event seletion. In theonsidered approximation, it is onvenient to write thisRC as d�RCk;?ŷdx̂ dŷ dz = �24�2 ��ik;? +�fk;?� : (34)

The �rst term �i is independent of the experimental se-letion rules for the sattered eletron and is given by�ik;? = L0�12L0P (2)� (z) + 1 + z21� z �� �5 ln z � 2F (z) + ln2 Y � 2 ln z ln Y � �23 ++ 2Li2�1 + 2 ��++ 3 + z22(1� z) ln2 z � 2(3� 2z + 3z2)1� z ln(1� z) ++ 3�20z+z22(1� z) ��k;?(x̂; ŷ; bQ2)+P (z; L0) ln 2(1�)�20 �� u0Z0 du1� uP (1)(1� u)�k;?(xt; yt; Q2t ) ++ 1 + z21� z L0Zk;?; u0 = x1maxz ; (35)where the quantity P (1)(x) is de�ned by relations (24)and the quantities xt, yt, and Q2t depend on u = x1=z.On the other hand, the seond term in the right-hand side of Eq. (34), denoted by �f , expliitly de-pends on the event seletion rule. It inludes the maine�et of the sattered-eletron radiation. For the ex-lusive event seletion, where only the sattered bareeletron is measured and any photon that is ollinearto its momentum diretion is ignored, this ontributionis �exlfk;? = P (z; L0)�� y1maxZ0 dy1 �(LQ+lnY�1)P (1)� 11+y1�+ y11 + y1 ����k;?(xs; ys; Q2s): (36)In this ase, as mentioned above, the parameter �00that separates kinematial regions ii) and iii) is notphysial, and we see that the �nal result does not on-tain it. But the mass singularity that is related to thesattered eletron radiation exhibits itself through LQin the right-hand side of Eq. (36).The situation is quite di�erent for the alorimeterevent seletion, where the detetor annot distinguishbetween the events involving a bare eletron and eventswhere the sattered eletron is aompanied by a hardphoton emitted within a narrow one with the open-ing angle 2�00 around the sattered eletron momentum1084



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 6, 2001 Tagged-photon events in polarized DIS proessesdiretion. For this experimental setup, we derive�alfk;? = P (z; L0)�� 24ln 2(1� )�020 y1maxZ0 dy1P (1)� 11 + y1� �� �k;?(xs; ys; Q2s) + 12�k;?(x̂; ŷ; bQ2)35 : (37)For the alorimeter setup, the parameter �00 de-�nes the event seletion rule and is therefore physi-ally meaningful. The �nal result depends on it. How-ever, the mass singularity due to the photon emissionby the �nal eletron is anelled in aordane withthe Kinoshita�Lee�Nauenberg theorem [18℄. The ab-sene of the mass singularity learly indiates that theterm ontaining ln �00 in the right-hand side of Eq. (37)arises due to the ontribution of kinematial region iii),where the sattered eletron and the photon radiatedfrom the �nal state are well separated. That is why noquestion arises as to determining the quantity "2 thatenters the expression for y1max.Comparing our analytial results for the RC due tothe real and virtual photon emission with similar alu-lations for the unpolarized ase [8℄, we see that withinthe leading-log auray (double-logarithm terms inour ase), these RC are the same for the spin-dependentand spin-independent parts of the ross-setion of ra-diative DIS proess (1). The di�erene appears at thelevel of the next-to-leading-log auray (single loga-rithmi terms in our ase). That is true for the pho-toni orretions in an arbitrary order of the perturba-tion theory.We note that the orretion to the usually measuredasymmetry, whih is the ratio of the spin-dependentpart of the ross-setion to the spin-independent one,is not large beause the main fatorized ontributiondue to the virtual and soft photon emission trends toanellation in this ase. If the experimental informa-tion about the spin observables is extrated diretlyfrom the spin-dependent part of the ross-setion (seeRef. [19℄ for the orresponding experimental method),this anellation does not our and the fatorized or-retion gives the basi ontribution.5. THE CASE OF QUASI-ELASTICSCATTERINGIn the previous setions, we onsidered the tagged-photon events in the DIS proess. These events an beused to measure the spin-dependent proton struture

funtions g1 and g2 in a single run without loweringthe eletron beam energy. In the quasi-elasti ase,where the target proton is sattered elastially,e�(k1) + p(p1)! e�(k2) + (k) + p(p2); (38)the tagged-photon events an also be used to measurethe proton eletromagneti form fators GE and GM .Our �nal results obtained in Se. 4 an then be appliedusing relation (11) between the spin-dependent protonstruture funtions g1 and g2 and the proton eletro-magneti form fators in this limit. In this ase, we antherefore use all the formulas in Se. 4 with �k;? andGk;? entering the de�nition of Zk;? replaed by �elk;?and Gelk;?, respetively,�elk (x; y;Q2) = 4��2(Q2)y(4M2 +Q2) ���4� ��+1�1y�GMGE��1�y2� (1+2�)G2M��� Æ(1� x); (39)�el?(x; y;Q2) = 8��2(Q2)y(4M2+Q2)sM2Q2 [1�y(1+�)℄�� h�1� y2�G2M � (1 + 2�)GMGEi Æ(1� x); (40)Gelk;? = eQ24M2 + eQ2 �� �Dk;?G2M +Ek;?GMGE� Æ(1� ~x); (41)Dk = �B �~q2 + 2�̂ (~u+ ~t)� ;Ek = 2�̂ ��1 + 4M2eQ2 � eAt � �B(2V̂ + ~u+ ~t)� ;D? = �K �B �u~q2V + ~s+ ~u+ (~u+ ~t)�1� ŷ + 2u�̂V �� ;E? = K ��1 + 4M2eQ2 �� eAs ��1� ŷ + 2u�̂V � eAt�++ �B �~s+ ~u(1 + 4�̂) + (~u+ ~t)�1� ŷ + 2u�̂V ��� ;where�B = (~u+~t)(2V̂ + ~u+~t) + (~u+ ~s) h2V̂ (1� ŷ)� ~u� ~si ;K =sM2bQ2 (1� ŷ � x̂ŷ�̂ )�11085
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